
 

  

Pray tell me  

for whom do You wait  

on this lonely shore.  

 

I row my boat of forms  

on the ocean of formlessness,  

forgetting none.  

Moving on is my eternal wont.  

 

No one can fathom  

this rowing of boats on the stream of time  

from beginninglessness to endlessness;  

neither philosophy nor science can trace  

its starting or culminating point.  

I never pause.  

 

After a day's hard labour comes fatigue.  

All return to their respective abodes.  

 

The tired traveler comes to the bank  

in expectation of a boat.  

I am ever ready with the boat.  

I never delay; I'm never late. 

(Prabhat Saungiita No. 461) 



Bhavasundari, the Tigress Queen 
(Galpa Saincayan Part 10/The Awakening of Women) 

 

 (This story begins with an explanation of some history, not included here- explaining how the rulers of Bengal in 

the past struggled to maintain their independence from Mughal rule.  King Jagatnarayan was the king of Burshut 

at that time, and Bhavasundari was the queen.  The rest of the story below explains how, seeing the other rulers of 

Bengal in rebellion against outside rule, he also declared independence. In response, a large army marched to 

attack him.  Seeing the size of the army, he lost courauge and decided not to fight.  The queen, Bhavasundari, took 

over the army and fought the battle instead.) 

 

…Dreaming of rebellion (from the Mughal rule of Akbar), King Jagatnarayan thought he would take advantage of 

this opportunity. Jagatnarayan officially declared independence. This decision was welcomed by his ministers, as 

well as his own queen, Bhavasundari. Everyone agreed that when Bhurishrestha was better than many other 

principalities and had a glorious heritage of its own – in art and architecture, in wisdom, in literature and in all 

spheres of life – then surely it should declare its independence to uphold its dignity. Bhurshut had reached the 

pinnacle of glory in agriculture and industry, trade and commerce, knowledge, etc. Why should such a kingdom 

remain under the bondage of the far-off Delhi emperor? Why should it not rise in rebellion and assert its own 

sovereignty and dignity? 

                                                             -                                            , 

Sadgopes, Mahisyas and Ba        B                                                         “O                 ! 

W                                      ” 

Akbar took this revolt as a formidable challenge. Bhurshut was the most fertile and prosperous territory within his 

empire. Bhurshut produced the largest crops of sugar cane, the most raw sugar, the largest crops of cotton, the most 

cloth, the largest crops of rice paddy, the largest mining output and the most silk, all of which the merchants used 

to export abroad, making huge profits. Akbar would collect a huge fortune for the royal treasury by levying taxes 

on those merchants. As such, the important Bhurshut could not be allowed to secede from the empire. 

The emperor sent his commander-in-chief Man Singh to suppress the rebellion…   

…The king’s (Jagatnarayan) courage was deflated when he heard the news of Raja Man Singh’s arrival. His 

bravery waned; he stopped bragging and boasting about his military strength. He called an emergency meeting of 

                        “I    j       mall castor-oil plant. How can I dare to fight against the huge banyan tree? I 

                                                  M   S        S           I                                   ” 

The ministers thought that the days of glory were past. Bhurshut would never again see the glorious dawn. The 

ministers’ faces fell. But the king’s subjects and soldiers had not yet heard of the king’s mental setback. What they 

would have done had they learned of it, is easily imaginable. 

Queen Bhavasundari got the news through the prime minister. She immediately rushed to Jagatnarayan. She said, 

“I           q                p                                q                                      I       q        

of the dignity of the whole country of Bengal. Moreover, it is not merely a matter of prestige, it is for the survival 

of the entire Bengalee race. I beg you to summon all your courage and rise to the occasion. We are all with you. 

W                                      B                       ” 

King Jagatnaraya                  q                                       R                              “Y       

just a woman who should keep to inner apartments. How little you know about warfare – don’t meddle into these 

delicate issues. It’s better to go back to the r      p                                     ” B                   

away with a heavy heart. A violent storm was raging in her mind. She could not bear to sit silent, so she called the 

council of ministers to the royal apartments. 



The queen advised the minis                             p                         “                      

p           B                     I                  R                        R    . The honour and prestige of all 

Bengal depends on you and me. Under these circumstances, are you willing to go to Man Singh at Shaktigarh 

                             ?” 

                                            “N ! W                  M   S                       ” 

B                  “W          pp                                          B       ?” 

        p       “Y    Y    M j     ” B                  p                                        B         S   

immediately arrested the king with the help of the security forces. At her command, they put the king in prison. 

She organized her combat forces within three days… 

…As soon as the news of the arrival of the Mughal army reached Mandaram, the people sounded the war drums. 

However small Bhavasundari’s                                                                                 

                                       B         R                                                   -        

                                , Sadgopes and Mahisyas, the o                       R   . Their eyes glowed with 

joy at the coming victory and they were eager to uphold the dignity and prestige of Bhurishrestha or Bengal. 

King Jagatnarayan, restless within the prison walls, sent out repeated warnings to Bhavasundarii to desist from the 

p                            “B     ”          “                             p     I   q                           p  

You are simply a noblewoman. It doesn’                               p    ” 

Queen Bhavasundari went to meet the imprisoned king and spoke to him from outside the cell. She reprimanded 

   : “W        q                                                 p  p                                      O       

You should understand that. I didn’t have much formal education; I was s                       Y                ‘  

                                     ’     I                         I                                                

to sacrifice self-interest to protect the interest of many others. The one who readily sacrific           -                

                                                        p  p    Y     j          j   [‘                    ’]  Y   

were the king. This was your first duty. According to the scriptures, the king should take care of his subjects. You 

                        I                         ” 

“B     ”          p        “I   p          I                           p            I  E p                       

Himalayas then our army is just the small Shushunia hill of Bankura. Who and what is your source of strength in 

                      p   ?” 

“I                                 ”       p    ; “              B            p                                    

Bengal, and my own, too, is the offering. 

“Y                                        s of doom, I’m off to the battlefield. I am not fighting merely for my 

prestige; I am waging war so that the future generations of my motherland can dream of a glorious future. I am 

going to war. This isn’t the time to decorate my feet with red ochre and draw a veil over my head. I leave those 

                      ” 

The king continued trying desperately to dissuade her, so she left there. The king had tried to coax and cajole her, 

but she was adamant and unmoved. 

Bhavasundari advanced towards Burdwan along the southern bank of the Damodar. She and her forces met the 

Mughal army on the way. The Mughals had arrayed themselves where Amirpur and Manikahati now stand on the 

left bank of the Damodar and Natrigram stands on the right. It was an unequal battle. The                          

                                    S    p                p                            N          S          



              B                                     p          S     -           R                        . Amar 

Ghosh and Nityananda Singh died on the battlefield. 

Queen Bhavasundari found herself alone. There was no one either to her left flank or her right, in front or behind. 

Her sword was already unsheathed; she would not retreat to Mandaram. Akbar and Raja Man Singh had given 

orders that Bhavasundari should not be physically harmed, and she was taken captive untouched. 

M   S                  “Y                          p                                                             

                                 ?” 

“Y    I                            ” B              p      “    I                  B                I                ” 

“N                         p     ” M   S              “W           ? I               p   !”           M   S     

found himself in a very awkward position. He sent a detailed report stating the situation. 

                  “I     p          p           B                      B                 p        p              

Delhi Emperor. Bhurishrestha need not pay any tribute to Delhi. It shall be ind p                              I 

                                    B             S                   p        B                  p            

         I      I                                              ‘R          ’”. 

          “R          ”                     O              “              R                     p            

         [       ]”                “    q              ”                   “  q               p                    ”  

                                         R           B                            p p               p  p        

     “R          ”                      -spirited lady. It gained a permanent place in t   p p               

R   . 

After her release, she triumphantly returned to her capital Mandaram. The subjects gave her a tremendous 

welcome, with conches blowing and women ululating and throwing parched rice. Bhavasundari released her 

             p                       “B                            ;                                 B   

remember that women are not to take care of the kitchen twenty-four hours a day. They must come out whenever 

                                                                                              ” 

               “Y              B      I          z             ”      J      rayan lived for seven more years. He 

consulted Queen Bhavasundari on every important matter, particularly in correspondence with the Delhi Emperor 

or the Nawab of Bengal. He would not make any decisions alone. 

I                                             “               I p                               B                    

                                           ”  

“Ethics, decency and morality are the real soldiers.”   

“When I was growing up, I hated being ordinary, I disliked being ordinary. 

Because I looked at the ordinary woman's life then and I found that it was 

hell, it was drudgery. I hated dependence. I saw the consequences of 

economic dependence, psychological dependence and mental dependence. 

I saw the consequences of a woman's dependence on anybody else."   

“Empower yourself to empower others. That to me is a life worth living.”  

(Kiran Bedi, first and highest-ever ranked woman in the Indian Police Force). 

 



 

 

  

I would like to share my recent experience with all the margiis, because it helped me a lot to feel real devotion for 

Ba’ba’.   

One night I was very angry about my life.  I became furious, I threw things on the floor, and was shouting 

that I was not going to be a good person, I was not going to help anyone, to do good favours to anyone, etc.  I did 

not think about Ba’ba, only about my anger.   

 That night I dreamt that I was in a house, and there was a square hole in the ground covered with orange 

cloth.  Ba’ba’ was sitting there, in front of me, and I starting listing the five Yamas, Ahimsa, Satya, etc.  When I came 

to Aparigraha, He made a sign with his finger and said ‘correct.’ 

I understood from this dream that I must be a good person, live properly and follow Yama and Niyama.  And 

I understood that Ba’ba’ is guiding me personally.  It is an honor for me to share this dream with everyone.   

 

EKTA, LAS PALMAS, CANARY ISLANDS.   

 

“… Ideally, women should also move with their own strength and with the same speed as their male counterparts. In 

the process of movement, if they feel pain in their legs, if they fall on their faces, they should be physically lifted up. 

But not only women may need assistance: the males may also fall down, and then it will be the duty of women to 

extend their helping hand to carry the load of their male counterparts. We cannot expect that, in relation to men, the 

position of women will remain one of subordinated cooperation: it may also be one of coordinated cooperation. The 

position of males may even be one of subordinated cooperation. Nothing can be said emphatically in this world. The 

fact is that we must move together in unison with all.” (The Importance of Society, Shrii Shrii Anandamurti). 

 

"Women, I think, have a capacity to care for others, to see beyond personal 

gain. Many women, I believe, are at their happiest and best when they are 

serving. I myself am at my happiest and my best when I am serving. 

"I wish that women were not so underprivileged. They have no political 

power and no economic power – no power to change history and shape 

destiny. They need to search for that something in themselves that enables 

them to care beyond themselves … to see what makes them a caring and 

concerned lot. They need to see that it can be strengthened, not abandoned 

or called something else – and to turn this awareness into power.”  

(Professor Wangari Maathai, Kenya) 

 Wangari Maathai was a Kenyan environmental and social activist, Nobel 

P     P  z      p                        ‘      B    M        ’ S       

the first woman from Central or Eastern Africa to attain a PHD.  Realizing 

the connection between poverty reduction, environmental protection and 

     ’                                                                   

plant trees and care for the environment, and to find solutions to their 

problems at a community level.  Since she started her work in 1977, over 51 

million trees have been planted, and 30 000 women have been trained in 

forestry and other skills.  In addition to her practical work, she created an 

international awareness that the environment and livelihood of rural women 

is interconnected with peace and social stability. 

http://www.greenbeltmovement.org  
 

“…                          ’  

personality is developed though 

       S ’     ’      

  ’     ’               

everywhere.  In this regard, it 

may be asked whether the 

(stong leaders) of the world 

practise any Tantra S ’     ’ 

or not.  To this my answer will 

be that, perhaps unknowingly, 

they have always followed 

        p     p   …’ (Tantra 

                          ’) 

http://www.greenbeltmovement.org/


 

  
This story begins long ago, but I will focus on the year that it happened, 1999.  I was finishing my teaching career 

at Tenerife and at the same time was interested in different revolutionary organizations. My idols were Che and 

Paolo Freire.  With idols like the island I lived and it organizations were too small for me!   I really wanted a 

revolution and decided I had to leave to find it.  My intention was to go to Cuba or Brazil following these heroes, 

but I had no money so I started asking for scholarships and work in Latin America.  Interestingly, I was accepted 

for scholarships and work, except for in Brazil or Cuba. Among the offers I chose one which was in Paraguay, 

working for the government. Upon arrival I started looking for revolutionary organizations to join but the few 

there were did not accept me because I belonged to the "enemy" by both my nationality, and the type of job I 

had. One day I started to feel deeply disappointed and unhappy. I began to feel that the revolution did not exist 

and that my life was meaningless. It was such a pain I did not know what to do or where to go.  Life did not make 

sense and all was darkness within me. Nor did I have the courage to kill myself,  so I sat down to write my 

feelings, crying desperately. When I finished my last sentence I wrote: why live? What do I do now?  Then I raised 

my head and looked straight ahead. Before me lay a poster advertising a talk at the same place in 30 minutes.  It 

was a cultural center and the talk was about Ananda Marga and Neo-humanism.  Those 30 minutes were eternal.   

Dada began singing BABA NAM KEVALAM  and that's all I remember of the talk. When he finished I remembered 

nothing but did not want to go away and I started to talk about anything with them until they invited me to a 

celebration of Diipavali at the jagrti. At the festival of light, I understood nothing, and my rational mind was 

totally confused by the pictures, flowers, monks, etc., I wanted to escape, but something inside me held me 

there, until I finally surrendered to an incomprehensible happiness, as incomprehensible as being madly and 

hopelessly in love. There I found the meaning of my life, something that only the intellect cannot understand. The 

revolution came to me as I wanted. THANKS BABA 

Candrika, Tenerife, Canary Islands 

 

“We cannot live in a world that is interpreted for us by others. An 

interpreted world is not a hope. Part of the terror is to take back our own 

listening. To use our own voice. To see our own light.”  (Hildegard Von 

Bingen) 

Hildegard von Bingen was a mystic and visionary who lived from 1098- 1179 in 

Germany.  She was given by her parents to a monastry when she was about 10 

years old.  Her life contains many remarkable acheivements for a person of her 

times:  she was successful in establishing and managing an independent 

monastry for the nuns under her supervison; she wrote a vast quantity of 

literature; composed many songs, hymns and poems; wrote works on botany 

and medicine; and travelled and preached in public.  Her work transcended all 

the bans on the social participation of women at that time, and many people 

used to seek out her advice.  Her writings, music and works on herbal medicine 

are still popular today.   

“No one should be foolish enough to think that women did not practise yoga in the past.  

You girls should always remember that if anyone underestimates you, or looks upon you 

as inferior, you should give a very blunt reply.”  (Ananda Vacanamrtam 7) 



News from Ireland Master Unit 
  ’        P       ’ 

 

The Meditation Intensive was a wonderful start for 

summer in Ireland's Master Unit. Geared for new people, 

the kiirtan and meditation interspersed with spiritual 

classes to understand AM philosophy was very well 

received.  The trips to the Cliffs of Moher the largest 

cliffs overlooking the Atlantic and the boat to Holy 

Island an ancient monastic site held wonderful vibration 

for meditation. 2 sisters were initiated and inspired to 

follow the path of Bliss, and another 2 plan to return for 

LFT training. 

As we were expecting 20 for the retreat we started 

construction in the barn to make a new yoga studio.  The 

roof was raised and recycled mahogany windows were 

installed in the south side providing more light.  The 

wall was extended using cord wood construction and 

bottles to make a lovely design.  As not as many people 

showed up for the retreat we are lacking funds to finish 

the construction and are open for donations to finish a 

new wooden floor. 

The blueberry crop is looking good and has been well 

mulched with horse manure and wood chips and we've 

put up a new poly tunnel which will be for blueberries 

and cherries.  The Spring was glorious with cherry, and 

apple tree blossom in abundance. And we have been 

enjoying strawberries picked fresh every morning for 

breakfast. 

We've joined a new small growers coop bartering and 

selling produce every other Friday at the community 

garden. Also attended a course on creating sustainability 

and resilience in communities giving lots of practical 

ideas on howto incorporate PROUT. 

We continue to bake and sell jams, vinegar and cakes at 

the farmers market in Mount Shannon.  We also sell arts 

and crafts from Haiti to support the children s home 

there and earrings from Kenya to support the Spirulina 

project. We have doubled production of Spirulina and 

gave 100 children porridge and Spirulina for 3 months 

charting their health progress, with marvelous results. 

 Half the Spirulina is being sold so that half can be given 

to the 1 in 3 children who are malnourished in Kenya. 

 Spirulina is a super food with the most protein of any 

food and is also full of vitamins and minerals and a great 

supplement to take in a glass of lemon water every day 

to improve your health.  The purchase then helps 

children in Kenya to become healthy as they get the 

additional protein they need and is available.  

Wishing you all the best health and bliss and extending a 

warm invitation to visit Ananda Bharati in Ireland and 

enjoy a healthy and inspiring yogic lifestyle.  

 

News From Poland Master Unit 
B    ’     p       ’ 

(Didi Annapurna has been writing and sending a lot 

interesting and humorous news about her experiences at 

the Ananda Ashiisa Master Unit in Poland.  Here is a 

sample from last January). 

 

It has been great times here in the middle of nowhere, 

when the snow is falling, if not water... and the dears, 

foxes and wild pigs are roaming around, without talking 

about chemtrails falling from skies, but no UFOs still, 

not even one.  

Today I went to give some hay bales to the forest folks 

behind the ploughed field, but when the dogs are barking 

aggressively all day long, they might not dare to come, 

while the snow is now only little. 

I'm happy that not many people knows how much fun it 

is to be in MU, otherwise all the folks would rush here 

and there would not be any peace to meditate in holy 

loneliness - liberation would be hard to achieve. And 

what a grace to take care of such future place, where 

from Prout will be established in practice! 

How lucky am I by His grace, every day is such an 

adventure and challenge, whether you get frozen, or 

bitten by pigs, or the dogs torment the neighbors, or the 

road cleaner forgets to come. You have to use all your 

survival skills in order to live in an ecologically 

sustainable way, while living alone in such a huge place, 

where a 300 litre container of water has to be kept heated 

all day, taking about 5-10 ovens full of wood, if not coal.  

And still the floors are icy cold, so that you dance kiirtan 

on the halls and staircases rather than snail walk. I also 

unplugged the fridge, which is the most anti-eco 

apparatus.  Instead of heating the kitchen and cooling the 

fridge, which gets over crowded anyhow, I prefer better 

to keep the whole kitchen for food, and then no need to 

heat the kitchen and no need to cool down the fridge. 

Simple as that.  

Then comes the challenge with cooking, you have to do 

it in a minute in order not to get frozen in the kitchen. So 

you put the whole pumpkin into pressure cooker and go 

downstairs to add fire wood, while leaving the doors all 

the way open, so you'll hear the buzzing sound while 

LFT training and Spiritual Intensive runs 

from August 6th till September 6th.  Four 

sisters are already confirmed to come. 

 Come join the Bliss. Didi Ananda Prama   



doing kaoshiki, and rush to close the stove and then it is 

done…  

So far I have managed to see only one Baba's dream 

here; I was supposed to meet Baba. He was coming to 

the place where I was - not in the MU. I had to dress up 

quickly in uniform to receive Him. But I had difficulties 

find my clothes, finally I started to be ready and Baba 

suppose to come any minute. I was happy that I made it. 

Too much Kiirtan. I also dance outside every day with 

the dogs, but they are not that inspired, only one is 

joining. Actually I think Luna is running after me to get 

its medicine. May be I should start to give them 

something to eat (or to break) in order to get them to do 

Kiirtan? Summer time we do together collective 

meditation. They all like it, but often suddenly they are 

gone in the middle.  Next summer I will teach the dogs 

also asanas.  

There is some work also to do here, not only fun, I found 

about 700 jam jars downstairs, which I thought might be 

ready for emptying and making compost. But first I have 

to put the hot water bottles under my feet, so I can keep 

                               “      ”               

I have to quickly screw the bottles open and deposit the 

mess to some bowl and was the empty bottles ready for 

the next preservation, hopefully with better luck - than 

just keeping as decoration on selves. Now I already 

manage to do about 20            1     … 

The next business is courtyard cleaning to keep the dogs 

running, otherwise they just get stuck on the hut, that I 

built for them with real window and styrofoam floor. 

Now at least they can run to the road about ten times a 

day (this morning there was a bit new snow so I could 

see, they have gone already at least five times) to the 

neighbors rubbish bin to search something eatable, 

although I keep their cups full of real dog food.  

Next I might short out garbage, although not anymore 

from ten past years, but the jars, the plastics and rubbish 

that seems to appear from nowhere. I try not to go 

shopping at least, so less to pile up for garbage 

collectors. Shopping is also otherwise heavy business, 

not only because the packages and bottles and other 

rubbish weighs, but I have no idea what is sentient and 

what is eatable in Poland, so I buy only those few things 

that I know for sure.  

The rest you can always grow in the fields. Heavy job? 

Not that heavy, you just let the nettles and goosefeet, 

dandelions and other grass to grow, while you plant 

some vegetables between. That is called mixed cropping. 

Then you eat the grasses and make dry for winter also. 

For that you need a clothes drying rack and mosquito 

net. If you grow maximum pumpkins you can keep them 

nicely eatable around the year - no need fridges, cellars 

or anything. Besides you may grow some carrots, which 

you can keep under lots of soil (and snow) and go to dig 

by time to time. Same with parsnips, beetroots etc. 

Potatoes get more easily frozen. Then you can grow 

something in greenhouse, but better to put some water 

circulating there. So make your farming easy. 

Actually I started visualizing maximum utilization of the 

old barn; to strip off the wall woods and let the logs and 

roof stand and then circulate the walls with plastic, so 

you can grow more eggplants, and melons, and let the 

tomatoes and cucumbers grow up to the roof and some 

exotics perhaps too. The other end has already automatic 

floor watering so would be easy. 

Your food is already almost growing itself, you just need 

some milk from the neighbor, and you might end up 

milking the cows on farmer's holiday time or 

something.... The place is a beautiful forest mansion 

                   … 

You want to do more pracar and service? You could 

make videos, go to share pumpkins for poor, paint the 

streets sides with slogans...I already put Prout org on the 

upstairs window so at least the post man, the road wiper 

and some lost forgotten soul can see. You can always 

“We, men and women, are the progeny of the same Supreme Consciousness. Women and men are equally divine and 

inherit similar and equal rights to life, liberty and expression. The significance of life does not lie only in living. Animals 

also live. But life to us means something more – rather something much more. 

 

To us life means living for a great cause. Life implies the endeavour to have the freedom to express one’s potentialities 

in the physical, economic, psychic and spiritual realms. It means real liberty and not license to commit anything good 

or bad.”  (A Few problems Solved, Part 9).   

 



have lectures in some city.  

To do more construction - kitchen ceiling needs to be 

done, could take down the brick cow house and build 

may be some fences from the bricks? And Sauna base, 

what to do with it? In camps in Finland they have 

saunas, which have walls and roof made from some kind 

of tarp. Or to get some Finnish person to stay for a while 

- they need always sauna, so may be gets finished 

quickly. ... And the white one building? Some toilets and 

showers and summer kitchen, so people can bring their 

tents and camp... 

I'm not that prophetic that I could see what is best to be 

done, lets trust His guidance and keep on doing whether 

this MU or others. 

Didi Annapurna 

 

NEWS FROM THE ISLANDS OF SPAIN AND 

PORTUGAL 

 

Thanks to the hard work of the margiis, activities in the 

islands of Spain and Portugal are going very well.  In 

Portugal, there is one small and very beautiful island 

called Madeira.  This island is covered in beautiful green 

mountains, and you can see the ocean on all sides.  All 

kinds of tropical fruits such as bananas and mangos can 

be found growing there.  It is a kind of hidden paradise, 

and the people too have a very sweet and simple nature.  

A few margiis are running classes almost every day, and 

helping to organise lectures and seminars.  In May we 

had a very successful seminar with around thirty people.  

There was also a lecture in a central shopping mall, with 

sixty people.  I was quite surprised after the lecture to 

see a line of people who wanted to learn meditation! 

Since the activities began there, some years ago, over 

500 people have been inspired for initiation, and over 

900 people have passed through the classes of Ananda 

Marga.  This is a tiny island, with a population of 270 

000 people, so you can imagine what kind of pracar the 

margiis have been doing.  It is a great example for 

everyone! 

 In the Canary Islands, a part of Spain, many 

activities are also going ahead.  We began our first 

activities in one on the islands called Tenerife.  It is a 

volcanic island, and at the centre of the island is a tall 

volcano c      ‘E        ’   

 Gran Canaria is the main Island of Canary islands, 

and  with the dedication of the local margiis, the 

activites are moving faster and faster, and some special 

programs are happening at least once a month.  The 

people there love music, and soemtimes sing up to one 

hour Prabhat Saungiita before Dharmacakra.  They are 

now planning to start a music group to record some 

kiirtan in the local musical style.  Our next program will 

be from the 20-22
nd

 September.  If you would like to 

experience a retreat in the countryside of this sunny 

island, with its friendly and simple people, you are most 

welcome to join! In the future, we also hope to visit and 

start activties in the other four islands.  

 In these Islands, surrounded by the ocean and a 

beautiful natural environment, where the people still lead 

more natural and less-materialistic lives, they are very 

open to learn about spirituality.  It seems that it is in the 

smallest places Ananda Marga is finding many more 

people than in the big cities!  It is very inspiring to see 

Ananda Marga developing in these little islands in the 

middle of the ocean! 

 
  

Namaskar from everyone in Madeira! Kiirtan in the caves of Gran Canaria 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Prabhat Saungiita No. 911 

ÁMÁR GRÁME JÁIO RE BANDHU  

SUVARA REKHÁ PÁR  

SUVARN’A REKHÁ PÁR RE BANDHU  

SUVARN’A REKHÁ PÁR  

 

BÁLIYAR’IR PATHAT  I BEYE  

SAMUDRA KINÁR  

 

SETHÁY JAKHAN SURYA UT  HE  

ÁKÁSH SÁGAR RAUNGE PHOT  E  

MANER MÁJHE SE RAUNGA 

JÁGÁYE,  

ÁNANDA APÁR  

 

KÁJUBÁDÁM VANERA MÁJHE  

RAUNGIIN PÁKHI SADÁI NÁCE  

GÁNGA CILERÁ DÚR VIDESHE,  

KARE PÁRÁPÁR  

 

NAOKÁ KHULE DÚRER GÁNE  

NÁVIKE DHÁY SHROTER T  ÁNE  

CHOTE SE JALADHIR PÁNE,  

BHINNA CINTÁ TÁR  

 

O my dearest friend,  

come to my village  

on the banks of the Suvarnarekha river,  

come to that river.  

 

The path leads across the dunes by the sea.  

When the sun rises there,  

the sky and the sea bloom with colour.  

That colour awakens my mind  

and gives me infinite pleasure.  

 

In the cashew nut orchard  

the coloured birds always dance.  

The hawks fly over to unknown places.  

 

The sailor starts his journey  

Hearing the far song of the rivers current.  

He moves towards the sea  

without any other thought in mind. 

This Prabhat Saungiita is based on the style of Baul music of Bengal.  The Bauls are wandering musicians, who’s songs 

are composed in common language using themes of nature and everyday life to express mystical and devotional 

feeling.   Their music and philosophy has influences the culture and art of Bengal, and also had a strong impact on the 

poetry and songs of Rabrindranath Tagore, among others.  Below is Ba’ba’s quote on the significance of Baul.  Each line 

of this Prabhat Saungiita, along with being a beautiful description of nature, contains a second, mystical symbolism.  

 

“        R   ’  B              B                                S      D            p        B      : “I    

unable to embrace Him and make Him my own – Him whom I know, recognize and realize, and who is my 

                              (   R           ’        j            ) – and in a bid to embrace Him, I roam 

about, searching him vigorously in heaven, earth and the nether world… ” 

 

…I  S                                      R   , but also of the world, we can say that Baul is the worldly 

reverberation of the Shaeva ideals. 

 

I                                    p                    p                         B                              

                                     R   ’                            p                              B   . The 

other ki                                                                                                    

 pp                                                  p                -                                    

                       R   ’          , on the                      B      pp                                 

      S                  R                                      ; it causes a person to become completely 

lost. Kiirtana composed according to nandana vijin                 p                  p    p               

  j                        R                            [song, dance and instrumental music]; it sways the 

finite humankind with the vibration of the unlimited and infinite; it makes humans in their little homes hear the 

call of the far-                                                   p          ”  (R ’ ’ :     C         

Civilisation).   

 

Eyes see only dust and earth, but feel with the heart, 
and know pure joy.  

The delights blossom on all sides in every 
form, but where is your heart's thread to make a 
wreath of them? 

My master's flute sounds through all 
things, drawing me out of my lodgings wherever 
they may be, and while I listen I know that every 
step I take is in my master's house. 

For he is the sea, he is the river that leads 
to the sea, and he is the landing-place. 

(Rabindranath Tagore) 

 



  

WISDOM 

 

The Goddess Wisdom came to drink  

From the waters of sorrow. 

She drank deeply and long 

And as she drank the rivers sang a song 

Which none could decipher.   

They knew not if it verses spoke of sadness or of felicity. 

 

The draught that she drank seemed unending, 

So great that day was her thirst for sorrow. 

The winds came to watch her drinking, 

Joining the water’s murmuring, 

Wondering all the while 

How those waters must burn inside her. 

And so they did, 

Yet she did not stop drinking, the Goddess of Wisdom. 

 

The stars, entering with the dusk,  

Were awed to witness her courageous feat, 

Though if it had not been her they would have named it folly, 

For who could bear such sorrow inside them, they rightly pondered, 

And were at a loss to what its end could be. 

With the arrival or dawn they wondered 

If indeed there would be an ending. 

 

Yet, 

There was, and with the glint of the morn 

She lifted her lips from her burning draught, 

Face to the sun, 

And the rivers changed their song, rejoicing, 

The winds changed their tune, rejoicing, 

The stars, already almost faded, rejoiced, 

And the sun blessed the world in gold. 

 

Now all understood the meaning of the Goddess’ thirst: 

Wisdom had drunk from the waters of sorrow 

And transformed them into joy.   

“                            ?” 

Asked a girl. 

“                              

   ?” 

 

Her soul whispered: 

“I        ” 

God replied: 

“I             ” 

And the two replies  

were intertwined as one. 

 

“When we feel, a kind 

of lyric is sung in our 

heart.  

When we think, a kind 

of music is played in 

our mind.  

In harmony, both 

create a beautiful 

symphony of life.” 



Maria Toorpakai: The Pakistani squash star who had to pretend to be a boy 
(This is an article from the BBC World Service by Bethan Jinkinson) 

Maria Toorpakai Wazir is a star squash player 

with a promising international career. Born in 

Waziristan, a highly conservative region of 

Pakistan, she had to disguise herself as a boy 

when she took up the sport - and later received 

ominous threats for playing in shorts. 

"I am a warrior, I was born a warrior, I will die 

like a warrior."  Maria Toorpakai is 

courageous - and she's had to be, to play 

squash in a region where many girls are denied 

more than a primary education. When she was four, she put on her brother's clothes, cut her hair and 

took all her girly clothes outside and had them burnt.  "My father started laughing and said, 'Here we 

go, we have a Genghis Khan in the family,'" she says, referring to the Mongolian warlord of the 12th 

Century. 

As she grew older, Toorpakai was often involved in fights. She says it was how she made friends. 

"My hands, elbows, knees were always bleeding - my eyebrows and face were always swollen."  So 

10 years ago, when she was 12, her father decided to channel her energies towards sport - in 

particular, weightlifting.  "He was a bit shy to tell people that I was a girl, so he said, 'That's my son 

and his name is Genghis Khan,'" Toorpakai says.  After a couple of months, she was entered for a 

boy's tournament - and won.  "Giving her a false boy's name allowed her to take part in whatever 

games she wanted," says Toorpakai's father, Shamsul Qayyum Wazir.  "Then someone told me that if 

she carried on weightlifting, she would not grow taller, and she would become plump and heavy. So I 

encouraged the interest she had already discovered in playing squash." 

Squash is a popular sport in Pakistan and the country has produced many world champions. Women 

play it too - although not in Waziristan or other highly conservative tribal areas.  Toorpakai says she 

fell in love with the game the first time she saw people playing it.  "I just liked how the kids had so 

much determination, the beautiful rackets and balls, and the kit," she says.  Her father took her to a 

squash academy in Peshawar run by the Pakistani air force.  In the first month or two of playing 

squash, people didn't know she was a girl. When the truth came out, other players started taunting her.  

"They used to tease me, use bad language. It was unbearable and disrespectful - extreme bullying." 

She didn't give up. She locked herself in the squash court and played for hours, from morning to 

evening.  "My hands were swollen, bruised and bleeding, but I still kept playing. I locked myself 

away, trying to create my own shots, my own drills."  The hard work paid off. She won several 

national junior championships and turned professional in 2006. The following year she received an 

award from the Pakistani president.  But the extra attention brought trouble to the family.  "In our 

area, girls are not even allowed to leave their family homes," explains her father.  "They wear a veil 

all the time and are always accompanied by male family members. When people saw Maria and 

realised that she did not wear a veil and that she played squash wearing shorts, they were shocked. 

They said she had brought dishonour to our tribe and they criticised me heavily for it."  A letter was 

pinned to the window of Wazir's car telling him to stop his daughter from playing squash because it 

was "un-Islamic and against tribal traditions".  It threatened "dire consequences" if he did not act.  

But he maintained that if his daughters wanted to pursue a career in sport, he would support them.  

Maria Toorpakai with her parents. 



The Pakistani squash federation provided Toorpakai with security, setting up a checkpoint next to her 
house. Snipers were positioning around the squash court, but she decided things had gone too far.  "A 

[modern] squash court has so much glass in it, so if there was a bomb blast inside, it would kill so 

many innocent people," she says.  Instead she started practising in her room.  "Playing in the hard 

surface of my room caused me many painful injuries. My father when he saw this spirit in me said, 'If 

you want to play squash, then the only option you have is to leave the country.'" 

So every day, for three and a half years, Toorpakai sent emails to clubs, academies, schools, colleges 

and universities in the West - everywhere she could find squash courts. By the time she was 18, she 

had sent thousands.  One of her emails reached Canadian squash legend Jonathon Power. His 

signature was emblazoned on the first proper squash racket Toorpakai had owned, given to her by the 

director of the Peshawar squash academy.  Power had recently retired from the professional squash 

circuit and had set up a squash academy in Toronto.  "It was pretty peculiar," he says.  "I got this 

email from this young girl, saying where she came from, that she was just trying to pursue her dreams 

and become the best player she could be." 

Power had spent a lot of time playing in Pakistan, and been heavily influenced by Pakistani squash 

players. But he also knew the difficulties faced by girls and women in the country.  "I just couldn't 

understand that there was a girl from this part of the world that was a squash player," he says.  But 

Power discovered that in 2009 she had come third in the World Junior Women's Championship.  "I 

thought, 'Wow that's an incredible achievement.' So I thought I had to find a way to help her out."  He 

replied saying he would like to teach her squash in Canada. 

At first, Toorpakai couldn't quite believe he was the real Jonathon Power. Several months later, in 

2011, she arrived in Toronto and started training with him.  She is currently Pakistan's top female 

player and ranked the 49th best woman in the world. Power is convinced that she will go far.  "She 

absolutely has the talent and determination to become the best player in the world," he says.  "It's 

going to take time - she did have four years where she didn't get to progress, playing in her room.  

"But now she's in a great environment, she's got great people around her helping her physically and 

learning the game of squash on a tactical level." 

As for Toorpakai's father, he couldn't be prouder. "Pakistan and the whole Muslim world should be 

proud of her," he says.  "In our society people celebrate when a boy is born and they are aggrieved 

when a girl is born - this attitude must change. I want every tribal girl to have the same chances as 

other girls."  Toorpakai herself credits squash with giving her the opportunity to live a different life.   

"I think people are tired of so much war and fighting and bombs and kidnapping, I think they want 

peace and they realise now that they need education.  "They are very shy. They need someone to 

represent them, someone who can raise the voice for them and I think we are the people and we will 

bring change to them." 
  

I remember some years ago at Anandanagar (in 1979) I said that my daughters coming to 

Anandanagar need not cover their heads because it is the home of their father. Girls do not use veils 

at their parents’ house. I remember that it was the first time for the married women of north India to 

give up their veils. Many years have passed since then. The custom of using veils has disappeared 

from many urban areas of north India and is fast disappearing from the rural areas as well. That 

particular incident at Anandanagar set a healthy trend in this regard. This was a step forward in the 

direction of women’s emancipation [in north India]. An auspicious beginning indeed! (Shabda 

Cayanika part 20, 1989) 



 

BERLIN REGION 

WWD SECTORIAL OFFICE 

Didi Ananda Praveda (SWWS) 

Elisabethen Str. 18, 55130, Mainz, Germany 

0049 6131 832947 

anandapraveda@googlemail.com 

 

Didi Tejasvinii (DSL Frankfurt & Office-in-Charge) 

Elisabethen Str. 18, 55130, Mainz, Germany 

0049 6131 832947 

tejasviniididi@gmail.com 

 

LONDON REGION 

Ananda Bharati Master Unit, Ireland 

Didi Ananda Prama (Mu Rector) 

Derroran, Whitegate, County Clare, Ireland 

00353 833983833 (Mobile) 

anandaprama@yahoo.com 

www.sunrisefarmireland.org 

 

Sunrise School & Nursery, London 

Didi Ananda Manika (Sectorial GV) 

1 Cazenove Rd, Stoke Newington, Hackney, London, 

N16 6PA 

0044 2088066279 

amanika123@gmail.com  

www.sunrise.org.uk 

 

STOCKHOLM REGION 

Didi Ananda Dayashiila (RSL Stockholm) 

dayashiila@yahoo.com 

0046760906493 

 

 

 

Sunrise Kindergarten, Finland 

Didi Ananda Krpa (DSL Helsinki) 

Kuunsade 3 C, 02210, Espoo, Finland 

00358 9888 6421 

anakrpa@yahoo.com 

www.sunrisefinland.org 

 

OSLO REGION 

Didi Ananda Udaya (RSL Oslo) 

didiudaya@gmail.com 

 

PARIS REGION 

Didi Ananda Harimaya (RSL Paris) 

0034 633118759 

neohumanismo@yahoo.es 

 

MOSCOW REGION 

Didi Ananda Cetana (RSL Moscow) 

didicetana@yahoo.com 

 

PRAGUE REGION 

Ananda Ashiisa MU, Poland 

Didi Annapurna (MU Rector) 

didianna30@hotmail.com  

 

Didi Ananda Danavrata (Sectorial GP) 

danavrata10@yahoo.com 
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